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Abstract

Giant panda (panda) has lived on earth for at least eight

million years and is known as the living fossil. It is also a

vulnerable species which requires urgent protection. It is

essential to conduct population survey collecting informa-

tion of their population, density, age structure, and gender

ratio so as to design protection schemes and measure their

effectiveness. However, it is challenging to accurately and

timely obtain gender ratio of pandas because their pelage

lacks distinguishable gender patterns and panda is sparsely

distributed population in large habitats. All current ap-

proaches rely heavily on manual collection of samples in the

wild, which are time consuming, costly, or even dangerous.

With the widely deployed camera traps, if the gender of pan-

das can be determined from images, it is possible to monitor

panda gender ratio in different regions in real-time. How-

ever, no such study was done. In this paper, a deep learning

method is developed to study the distinctiveness of panda

face for gender classification, in which the largest panda

image dataset with 6,549 panda face images collected from

100 male and 121 female pandas is established. The exper-

imental results show that panda faces contain some gender

information, although they look very similar to human vi-

sion.

1. Introduction

Panda is a national treasure of China, living in 6 moun-

tain ranges divided into 33 subpopulations [1]. The Chinese

government and international organizations such as World

Wildlife Fund (WWF) are putting significant effort for its

survival. Monitoring their population dynamics, including

gender ratio, helps identify and predict population changes

and other habitat problems. Gender ratio referring to the ra-

tio of the number of males to females in a population is a

critical factor for population growth and decline [20]. For

example, if male pandas are much more than female pan-

das in a region, it implies that some male pandas are hard to

find mating partners. If ecologists and wildlife researchers

are able to know the gender ratio of panda in time, they can

utilize emergency mechanisms through manual intervention

to prevent population decline. However, it is not easy to

estimate gender ratio of panda because panda is not sex-

ual dimorphism, meaning that two sexes have no externally

displayed different characteristics beyond the differences in

their sexual organs [15]. Even for panda breeders, it is hard

to discriminate their genders.

Currently, there are two primary non-invasive methods,

bite-size and DNA-based approaches, to identify individ-

ual giant pandas and obtain their gender information. Bite-

size approach using bamboo in feces is simple and practical,

but it lacks accuracy [27]. The DNA-based approach utiliz-

ing sex-specific gene is reliable, but its effectiveness highly

depends on the freshness of the sample [28]. All these

two approaches require huge manpower resources to col-

lect the samples from panda habitats, which are expensive,

time consuming or even dangerous. Furthermore, these ap-

proaches cannot provide real time information. Currently,

Chinese government can only perform panda population

survey for every ten years. Once the panda population de-

clines, information obtained from the survey is probably too

late for implementing protection measure. Thus, new tech-

niques for effectively estimating panda gender ratio are still

in-demand.

Camera traps have been increasingly installed in the
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Figure 1. Animal with genderual dimorphism patterns. ((a) and (b)

are lions; (c) and (d) are mandrills; (e) and (f) are peacocks. Red

and blue underline in images mean the gender of animal is female

or male, respectively. Images from https://www.mnn.com)

wild, including the habitats of panda [6, 21]. It provides a

great opportunity to apply computer vision approaches for

wildlife conservation [16, 5]. To finally leverage the poten-

tial of the camera traps and computer vision methods for

panda conservation, the distinctiveness of panda face for

gender classification is investigated. Comparing with the

panda body, panda face has less motion that makes gender

classification easier. It should be noted that, this study does

not use images captured by camera traps because the num-

ber of qualified images received from the camera traps is

extremely small up to now [19]. Furthermore, there is no

guarantee to get accurate gender information for supervised

learning. Our contributions are as follows:

• A large panda face dataset with 6,549 panda images

from 100 male and 121 female pandas is established.

• The study shows that panda face contains gender dis-

criminative information. According to the best knowl-

edge of the authors, no one studied gender classifica-

tion via panda face images before.

• The regions containing gender discriminative infor-

mation are highlighted for ecologists and wildlife re-

searchers for further investigation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next

section, related work is briefly reviewed. Section 3 presents

the dataset and methodology. Section 4 provides experi-

mental results. Section 5 gives some conclusive remarks.

2. Related Work

Researchers have utilized computer vision technology

for animal studies for many years. A survey of visual animal

biometrics is presented in[13]. Recently, remarkable ad-

vances in deep learning drive researchers to apply it to var-

ious domains, including wildlife and zoology studies [12,

16]. Endangered species, including panda, tiger and lion,

are important for biodiversity and environmental health.

There are some work based on deep learning technology

to protect them, including whale recognition[22], red panda

identification[10], and tiger trajectory tracking[16]. In the

case of gender classification, some animals have the mani-

festation of sexual dimorphisms, such as lion’s mane, pea-
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Figure 2. Example of raw and augmentation images. (The first row

is example images of raw images, and the second row is example

images of augmentation image.)

cock and mandrills’ coloration, as shown in Fig. 1, the gen-

der of which are easy to recognize by human vision. How-

ever, the gender of some animals is harder to be differenti-

ated, such as panda and polar bear. The existing methods

for animal gender classification based on computer vision

mainly focus on footprint images. They used handcrafted

features, such as geometric and Gabor features [25], and

traditional classifiers to recognize animals gender, including

tiger [7], puma [2] and panda [15]. However, the footprint

collection extremely depends on the substrate of the envi-

ronment and is still dangerous. It is also expensive because

the collection is still manual, instead of setting the camera

traps. Comparing with traditional computer vision meth-

ods, deep learning has the ability to learn high-level features

from massive datasets and offer accurate results in most of

cases [17, 26]. Using deep learning to classify human gen-

der based on face images has achieved very accurate results

[3, 14, 4]. It relies heavily on the availability of large-scale

dataset, but there was no such database available for apply-

ing deep learning for panda study [19]. For this study, the

largest panda face image dataset with gender labels is estab-

lished. Note that its size is still much smaller than human

face datasets for gender classification. As shown in the first

row of Fig. 2, the pandas have a similar appearance, like

white hair and dark circles. For these reasons, we consider

this problem as a fine-grained binary classification, which

is that input face images to output the probability of male or

female, under the high intra-class vs. low inter-class vari-

ance challenge.

3. Dataset and Methodology

3.1. Dataset

Panda images and gender information used in this study

were collected by the Chengdu Research Base of Giant

Panda Breeding. Their detailed information, such as ge-

nealogy, gender, and date of birth are strictly recorded. The

dataset consists of 6,549 images from 100 male pandas

and 121 female pandas. The different pandas have differ-
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Figure 3. Distribution of individual data. (The X axis is the number

of images, and the Y axis is the number of individual pandas. (a)

and (b) refer to histograms of female and male, respectively.)

ent numbers of images ranging from 2 images to 151 im-

ages and the histogram of images is shown in Fig 3. It

can be seen that the pandas mostly have only about 20 im-

ages and the females and males have roughly the same data

distribution. The photoshoots experience an extensive time

span within recent years and are taken by the professional

panda photographer. The cameras used include Panasonic

dvx200 video camera, Canon 1DXmarkII camera, Canon

5DmarkIII camera, and Panasonic Lumix DMC-GH4 cam-

era.

The frontal face regions were manually cropped and re-

sized to 512 by 512 pixels. In order to avoid individual

panda information influencing the results, the dataset is split

to a training set and a testing set based on panda identity.

The pandas are first ranked in descending order, according

to the number of their images. Then, the first two pandas are

put in the training set, the next one is placed in the testing

set, and the last two are put in the training set. The selec-

tion process is repeated for the next five pandas and the rest

of the pandas. This ensures that the ratios of the training

set and the testing set in terms of both images and pandas

are roughly 8 to 2. Detailed statistics about the training and

testing datasets are listed in Table 1.

Although the dataset is the largest panda face dataset, it

is still small for training deep learning method. To allevi-

ate this problem, as with training other deep networks, data

augmentation is applied. More clearly, random noise, rota-

tion, cropping, erasing, horizontal and vertical flips, trans-

lations, and color distortions are applied. The second row

in Fig. 2 shows some augmented data.

Figure 4. Architecture for gender classification (Backbone refers

to convolutional neural network that removes the classification

layer. BN, L2 Norm and FC are respectively the short forms of

batch normalization, L2 normalization and fully connected layer.)

3.2. Methodology

As shown in the figures above, panda gender cannot be

distinguished by human vision. To learn high-level features

that may not be obvious to human vision, Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) with residual learning is employed.

To enhance the stability of the training, Batch Normaliza-

tion (BN) and L2 normalization are adopted as norm layer.

Finally, the final result is outputted by a Fully Connected

(FC) layer. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 4.

CNN is effective in exploiting spatial dependencies by

using the local connection, which has more advantages than

other types of neural networks in CV tasks [12]. The idea of

residual learning is to use an additional skip connection as a

shortcut, and deeper layers can directly access the features

from previous layers. This method has provided state-of-

the-art results for multiple challenging CV tasks, including

image classification, object detection, segmentation, and lo-

calization [9]. Formally, a residual unit with an identical

mapping [9] is defined as:

X
l = F(X l−1; θl) +X

l−1 (1)

where X
l−1 and X

l are the input and output of the l-

th residual unit, respectively. F(; θl) denotes the residual

function, which implements the composition of two convo-

lutions parameterized by weights θl and the application of

the ReLU [8]. The central idea of the residual learning is to

learn the additive residual function F(; θl) with respect to

X
l [9]

For this study, an ImageNet pre-trained ResNet [8]

model is modified. Its last classification layer is removed

and the backbone storing the information from ImageNet

is retained. Batch Normalization (BM) is added at the end

backbone network. BN is a technique for improving train-

ing speed, performance, and stability of neural networks via

imposing Gaussian distribution on intermediate batch fea-

tures [11]. It can be described by the equation:

X̂avg =
Xavg − E[Xavg]
√

Var[Xavg] + ǫ
∗ γ + β (2)

where Xavg is the features outputted by the backbone, E(•)
represents the expected value and V ar(•) represents the



variance. The expected value and the variance are calcu-

lated per-dimension over the mini-batches. γ and β are

learnable parameters. L2 normalization is used to enhance

the stability of the high-level features. A FC layer with 2

neurons, but without bias is added to the last layer, which

outputs the probability of male or female. For data augmen-

tation, the input augmentation images are randomly resized

and cropped to 448 by 448 pixels.

To visualize the results, Gradient-weighted Class Ac-

tivation Mapping (Grad-CAM) and t-distributed Stochas-

tic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) are used. Grad-CAM

is a class-discriminative localization method. It assigns

a score to each class (e.g, female and male) using the

backpropagation-based filter gradient and convolution ac-

tivation values [23]. It provides a way to look into what

particular parts of an image influencing the model decision.

Mathematically, the class-discriminative localization map

Grad-CAM Lc is computed as follows:

Lc = f(
∑

k

ackA
k) (3)

where Ak refers to the k-th feature map of a CNN layer,

ack is obtained by global average pooling the gradient of the

score for class c as yc with respect to feature maps Ak. f(•)
is ReLU to highlight features with positive influence on the

class of interest.

t-SNE is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction tech-

nique through constructing the distribution of the samples

[18]. The results are obtained by minimizing the Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence, which can be written as follows:

C =
∑

i

KL(Pi||Qi) =
∑

i

∑

j

pj|ilog
pj|i

qj|i
(4)

Suppose that there are two raw data points xj and xi,

yj and yi are the corresponding points of xj and xi in a

low dimensional space (e.g, two-dimensional space). pj|i
represents the similarity of xj and xi, and qj|i represents

the corresponding similarity in a low-dimensional space. In

the equation, Pi and Qi denote the conditional probability

distribution over all other data points given data points xi,

and Qi represents the conditional probability distribution

over all other map points given map point yi.

4. Experiment

4.1. Settings

We conduct experiments on a 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 com-

puter with an Intel 3.40 GHz and an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti

GPU. The model is implemented with Python 3.6 and Py-

torch 0.4.1. In detail implementation, Stochastic Gradient

Descent (SGD) with momentum is adopted as the optimiza-

tion method and cross entropy with L2 regularization as the

Gender
Train Test

#IDs #Images #IDs #Images

Female 97 3,030 24 748

Male 80 2,201 20 570

Table 1. Distribution of dataset (#ID means the number of panda

individual.)

Methods Accuracy

HOG+SVM 58.7%

VGG11+BN 73.4%

ResNet18 74.9%

ResNet50+Norm 72.5%

ResNet34+Norm 73.1%

ResNet18+Norm 77.2%

Table 2. Gender classification experiment results

loss function. The learning rate is initialized to 0.003 and

we half it in every 5 epochs. The learnable parameters are

initialized using the default parameters in Pytorch and the

batch size set to 8. To avoid overfitting, the first two block

parameters of all ResNet are frozen, and we only train the

last two blocks and the additional classification layer with

the fixed epochs. To obtain the reliable experimental result,

we split the dataset based on the panda individual, as shown

in Table 1.

4.2. Results

We conduct the experiments on support vector machine

(SVM) with linear kernel, VGG11 with BN [24] and dif-

ferent depth ResNet, including ResNet18, ResNet34, and

ResNet50.

The results are given in Table 2. The accuracy of all

learning-based model outperforms the traditional method.

Specifically, The accuracy of ResNet18 is 1.5% higher

than VGG11 with BN, because the deep network can learn

feature representation better via residual learning. The

ResNet18 with BN and L2 is better than ResNet18, imply-

ing that BN and L2 normalization is beneficial. It is also

better than ResNet34 and ResNet50 as backbone. The Re-

ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of ResNet18

as backbone model are given in Fig. 5. The results show the

mean Area Under the Curve (AUC) for two-class is 0.84,

indicating that panda face contains some gender informa-

tion.

One unanticipated finding was that most of the error

cases are from young pandas when we analyze misjudg-

ment. In other words, the old pandas are easier to be classi-

fied than the young ones. It is true for human as well. We

also do ablation study on gender information, the experi-

mental steps are as follows: we remove all male images,



Figure 5. Receiver operating characteristic curve of ResNet18 as

backbone.

Figure 6. Testing accuracy for model on normal dataset and error

dataset.

randomly reverse label of half female images, called error

dataset. Then we redo the experiment with error dataset.

Fig. 6 plots the testing accuracy of the model on normal

dataset and error dataset. This contrast support further the

idea of supervised learning can learn what we expected, like

gender in this study.

To better understand the model, we employed Grad-

CAM on the final convolutional layer to localize and high-

light the discriminative regions. Some examples are as

shown in Fig. 7. It is possible to see that the highlighted

regions of male pandas are around their noses, while the

highlighted regions of female pandas are somewhere else.

This finding, while preliminary, is highly attended by panda

experts and needs further exploration. We also visualized

the features Xavg outputted by the backbone in a two-

dimensional space by t-SNE algorithm. The results are

present in Fig. 8, where the red and blue dots represent fe-

males and males respectively. From the Fig. 8, we can see

that the features of gender distribution seem to be different,

but some pandas whose learned gender characteristics are

still confused.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Gender ratio is a critical factor for population growth

and decline. In this paper, we present the first study on

panda gender classification based on face images. The deep

convolutional network is adopted for learning features from

the panda face image dataset, which contains 6,549 images

from 221 pandas. The experimental results show that panda

face contains some gender information and male and female

pandas have different features on faces. These new findings

should be further investigated by ecologists and wildlife re-

searchers, and we will investigate a better algorithm for gen-

der classification, including using other non-facial features.
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